Green Impact Project Case Study
Social Impact- Working in partnership with
local charities HARC and S6 Foodbank
Background
Institution: Jessop West
Team Name: Jessop West Green Impact Team

Highlights
Please include 2-3 bullet points (of approx. 10 words each) which summarises your
case study:


Clothes Collection and raising awareness for the charity HARC (Homeless and
Rootless at Christmas)



Working in collaboration with the Information School Green Impact team to
organize and deliver a foodbank awareness talk.



Installing a food collection point in Jessop West foyer for donations to the local S6
Foodbank.

Description
Please write less than 200 words about your case study; what you did, how you did it,
where it happened, who was involved, the impact it had and any other relevant
information.
HARC
We contacted the charity Homeless and Rootless at Christmas (HARC) to ask which
items they were most in need of for their service users. As a team we decided that the
School of English reception point and The Wellbeing Café in the Students Union were
the most suitable collection points for items as the reception points were already
manned by two members of the team. We used and modified HARCs marketing tool
(HARC poster) which clearly advertises the items needed urgently and posted this on
the team’s Facebook and Twitter pages. We also advertised the collection event via
email communications to the whole Arts and Humanities faculty, posters within Jessop
West and the Student’s Union and were included in the Green Impact Newsflash
circulated on 21st November 2018. The result was 120 items donated in just under 2
weeks and this included 16 coats.

S6 Foodbank
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The team worked in collaboration with the Information School Green Impact team to
organise a talk from an external speaker from the S6 Foodbank. The aim was to raise
awareness amongst university staff and students of the growing need for foodbanks in
the local community, to stress the importance of engagement and donations from the
local community and to spread awareness of the other support roles the foodbank
provides in partnership with local support services. The talk was advertised by email,
twitter and Eventbrite and occurred on Wednesday 30th January with 46 University staff
and students signed up to attend. The event was also live streamed for a wider
audience reach

http://bit.ly/s6foodbanktalk, 26 people viewed the talk live online

and the video has had 292 views to date. We also created 2 new collection points for
donations to the S6 Foodbank- in Regent Court and Jessop West foyer. We also
donated 50 surplus canvas bags to the S6 Foodbank as they had mentioned that they
were short on bags for food packages.

Photographs
Please include photographs/diagrams.
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Self Assessment
Please include the points you think your project should be awarded and why. Use the
high scoring project template available here to see how well your project meets the
criteria.
*5 for Team Engagement as the whole team was involved in tasks to organise and
advertise the s6 awareness talk and HARC clothes collection.
*10 for Reach as we collaborated with another faculty and another green impact team
(Information School) as well as a charity in the local community (S6 Foodbank which is
part of the larger charity Trussell Trust) to deliver an awareness talk to University staff
and students, encourage volunteering and collect donations for the local charity.
*4 for Creativity as we spread awareness using multiple types of social media including
Twitter, Facebook, Live streaming and creating a designated website for the Jessop
West Green Impact team.
*8 for Impact and Measurability as we ensured that the green initiatives we took were
to some degree measurable. We had 39 sign—ups to the Eventbrite S6 Foodbank talk.
We counted 120 items donated in just under 2 weeks for the HARC clothes collection in
the run-up to Christmas.
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*5 for Proportionality as we were challenged with multiple disruptions to team
membership and at one point we nearly had to pull out the team as we were struggling
to recruit any members. We also lost experienced members of the team due to other
work commitments. The project has ongoing engagement due to the installation of a
food cage as a donation point for the S6 Foodbank located in Jessop West foyer.
*5 for Replication as the project would be very easy to replicate.
*3 for Legacy as we raised awareness of local charities and inspired and encouraged
University staff to engage and support them which we hope will be carried forward in
the future.
*5 for Outcome as the project met our aims and objectives through continued
communication between team members, across teams and with the local charities we
were supporting.

Total: 45

